BEST INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOLS 2017

ESICRANKEDAMONG THE TOP POSITIONSOF THE
BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK MBA GLOBAL RANKING
th

ESIC RANKS 27 IN THE GLOBAL MBA RANKING 2017, WITHIN THE CATEGORY OF INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS SCHOOLS.
THIS RECOGNITION IS ADDED TO THE ONE RECENTLY DONE BY THE QS “BUSINESS MBA & MASTERS
st
RANKINGS 2018” WHICH PLACES ESIC AS THE 31 SCHOOL IN EUROPE WITH REGARD TO ITS
th
RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND THE EMPLOYABILITY OF ITS MBAs, AS THE 58 WITH REGARD TO
th
MASTERS IN MANAGEMENT, AND AS THE 65 WITH REGARD TO MASTERS IN FINANCE.

ESIC has been recognized by the prestigious American magazine Bloomberg
BusinessWeek for the 3rd consecutive year, this time as the 27th best
business school in the world delivering full-time MBA programs, within the
new edition of the "Best International Business Schools 2017" ranking. For its
elaboration, Bloomberg BusinessWeek has evaluated the best 177 MBA
programs in the world and has analyzed the opinions (collected by conducting
surveys) of 9,000 recently graduated students from business schools, 10,000
alumni and more than 11,000 talent recruiters.
Madrid, December 11, 2017.- In the latest edition of the mentioned ranking, with
INSEAD taking the lead, ESIC has been recognized by Bloomberg BusinessWeek
as the 27th best business school in the world for its International MBA training, and
its Master in Business Administration and Business Management (Full-Time MBA),
improving its position in comparison to the one obtained in the previous edition of the
ranking.
This ranking also recognizes ESIC as the 5th in the world with regard to the starting
salary of recently graduated students. This takes into consideration the average
salary of those graduate students that found a full-time job within 3 months after
having completed the program.
Furthermore, the survey completedby the MBA alumni places the school as 12th in
the world (it was ranked 28th in the previous edition) with regard to its Return on
Investment, the MBA participants satisfaction with their jobs and salaries after
completing the program, the impact of this program on their careers, and how often
the MBA alumni recommend the program to other people.
The methodology used by the ranking published byBloomberg since 1988 uses a
formula that assigns a ratio to every one of the consulted sectors of the schools:
35% assigned to the surveys done by employers, 30% to the surveys done by
alumni, 15% to the current students’ surveys, 10% to the employability indicator
(understood as the percentage of students that found a full-time job within three
months after having completed the program), and the last 10% assigned to the
starting salary indicator after finishing the MBA.

In this edition, Bloomberg BusinessWeek has evaluated the best 177 MBA programs
in the world and has analyzed the opinion of 9,000 recently graduated students and
10,000 alumni on the academic quality of the school, the opportunities of career
development offered to them, and their satisfaction with the MBA. In addition, they
have surveyed more than 11,801 talent recruiters, in order to identify the best
business schools and the best training among them.
ESIC’sFull-Time MBA is a program that trains its participants in all the functional
sectors of a company, while at the same time offering a unique focus to both of its
versions: The international version (IMBA, taught in English) which is done in two
cities (Madrid and Shanghai) and the traditional version (MBA, taught in Spanish),
which includes the latest trends in marketing and digital economy. This program is
designed to develop the management capabilities of its participants in an
increasingly globalized business world. It also offers the possibility of enriching the
experience by spending the last terms of the program in other countries. ESIC’s
MBA participants acquire the capabilities, tools, and mindset that are necessary to
develop a successful career in any part of the world.
"Being recognized by Bloomberg BusinessWeek for the third consecutive time
shows the relevance of our International MBA (IMBA). The experience of being able
to live and work in two continents that approximately represent 60% of the world's
economy is something that only ESIC’s IMBA can offer, and this is what is reflected
by Bloomberg BusinessWeek. This is the reason why the IMBA former participants
are developing their careers in all the 5 continents," said Gaston Fornes, IMBA
director.
"Our MBA program, with more than 3 decades of experience, strongly focuses on
the student. This provides highly-qualified professionals, with great business and
human values, to companies that are in a highly competitive global environment that
requires nonstop adaptation to change," declared Antonio Martín Herreros,
MBAdirector.
The school currently offers a portfolio of MBAs (Full-Time MBA, International MBA,
and Executive MBA) in order to meet the demands of the multicultural environment
in which today's businessmen and women develop their careers. Moreover, as of
this academic year, ESIC will offer the new Global MBA, which will be taught totally
in English.This program offers its participants the possibility of studying in Asia,
Europe, or America, so that they obtain an academic degree given by three different
prestigious schools, such as Shanghai International Studies University (SISU),
Florida Atlantic University, and ESIC.

See ranking: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-best-international-businessschools/
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About ESIC
ESIC, a private institution founded in 1965 by the religious institution Sagrado Corazón de Jesús, has been the leading
business school in Spain for more than 50 years, in terms of Marketing and Business graduate education. The school meets
the current demands of the companies and their competitive environment, thanks to its different areas of activity Undergraduate and Graduate education, Executive Education, Publishing and Languages- and by training professionals that
are capable of analyzing, reflecting, deciding, and acting responsibly at all the company’s levels. ESIC campuses are located in
Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Sevilla, Zaragoza, Málaga, Vigo, La Coruña, Pamplona, Bilbao, Granada, and also in Curitiba and
Brusque (Brazil).

